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Routines
Hello and welcome to the School. I feel this is a great place 
and here is a guide to having a successful move. In this guide 
I will talk about: lessons and break, new layout, friends and 
homework, as well as my opinions and top tips. I hope you 
enjoy this guide and the School!

Lessons and Break
Here at Ixworth we have a different lesson in each room. You will progress your knowledge and there 
are always friendly staff on hand to help out (so don’t be afraid to ask). You will come across Enrichment 
afternoons, this is when you go off in your House groups (Mallory, Forbes, Tyndall or Conway) and do 
different activities in the afternoon and in the final week of the Trinity term.  Also if you take part in the 

Drama production you rehearse during Enrichment hours.  At break 
you go outside, or the lunch hall, have a snack and finish off work. It’s 
the same for lunch, only you can do more (e.g. clubs), go to the library, 
and enjoy a delicious meal.

School Layout
Ixworth is a small School and it’s hard to get lost.  An easy way is to 
stay with your group, remember places you have been (if you can) 
and a week or two later you will know the place like the back of your 
hand. It just takes time and memory; it’s so easy to find where to go 
after a while.

Friends
This is one of the things most people worry about, but it is also 
one of the things everyone is most keen to have.  All you need to 
do is be yourself, so you can find the people who like what you like 
and suit you. It sometimes just takes a “Hello” and all of a sudden a 
friendship begins to flourish. I have made loads of friends since I left 
primary school and all from different places. You meet a large variety 
of people in your life and friends are the ones you pick yourself. So 
it’s important you find the right person and just being you is an easy 
way to do it.



Homework and Extended Projects
In secondary school you get more homework than primary school, and an easy way to deal with it is to 
plan when it’s due. Extended projects are projects to do with certain things and facts and opinions. These 
help you structure arguments (formal ones) and steady your facts for future reference. You don’t need to 
worry about them because they are similar to homework and you 
can find them fun to do.

Top Tips 
I feel as if Ixworth is great! I love all the lessons and I feel I am 
thriving here (and you will too) some of my top tips are, to try and 
not be nervous. This will help you in challenges. Try to do your best 
and enjoy your time here, it’s only short so try and make it last, for 
Ixworth is the best. Good luck.

By Ursula 

I have to say how amazing this School is, the teachers are 
brilliant, as is the progress some of us have made due to this 
School and how many friends I have.

When I started at Ixworth, I felt worried about getting lost. 
When I came on a Thursday morning, it felt as if the School 
was huge. I thought I would get lost immediately but really 
all you do is follow everyone.  All the classes are named 
after notable figures in each subject like Curie, Britten, 
Merkel for German/French named after Angela Merkel and 

Pythagoras for maths. On your timetable it says which room and 
which lesson period.  As well as this all of the rooms are located with rooms of the same type: the 

Science block, Creative Arts, English, Maths, this makes it very hard to get lost. 

Enrichment
In Enrichment you have fun, you do extracurricular activities which may 
lead into your class work or may just be random. I have done rugby, 
history, football, debating, team building, art, sport from around the 
world, social services, one life and chuck ball. It’s a nice break from all of 
the normal lessons we have.

By Liam



Transition
When you go from Year 6 to Year 7 it should be the most exciting time of your life, well it was for
me - especially going into Ixworth!

The best part about being a student at Ixworth is that it is a really welcoming place to be. Every morning a 
member of staff will welcome you, and for me that sets the day off in a very positive way.

Ixworth is a great School for me as it is small and everyone knows everyone, there will be no one that you 
don’t know from Year 7 all the way up to Year 11.

Another brilliant thing about Ixworth is if there is situation or a disagreement, the teachers will sort it out 
easily and without any hassle!

In class if you don’t understand something, you should be confident to put your hand up. I was always 
nervous about putting my hand up as I was always worried about what the other students will think of me. 
But now I put my hand up all of the time and I understand the answer in a way that is not confusing.

Form is so fun, my form tutor is Mr Budden and he is brilliant. 
In morning form on Monday’s sometimes we have line up and 
that is where we stand outside on the playground and all the 
teachers say the plans of the week and have uniform checks, to 
see if everyone has the correct uniform on. Then we go in, we 
have stationery/equipment checks as well. Monday afternoons 
(which is the same every afternoon) we watch Newsround it 
is so much fun. Tuesday mornings you need to bring in your 
books as it is 20 minutes of reading, I love it! Wednesday 
mornings we discuss different topics. Thursday mornings we 
do either Tonic or Eric. Tonic is maths and Eric is English or comprehensions. Friday’s we 
have discussion time like Wednesday or a celebration assembly where everyone who has done something 
good gets rewarded.

Tutor time is 20 minutes in the morning (8.30-8.50am) and 10 minutes (1.50 -2.00pm) in the afternoon.

My favourite lesson is Maths as I find it sometimes easy and sometimes a challenge. I have always loved 
Maths, but at Ixworth you are challenged to your full potential.  Already in Year 7 I am doing GCSE work! 
Being a student at Ixworth is great and I can’t wait for new people to join. 

By Hannah



My name is Nina, I go here at Ixworth School, we have so many 
things to do and it is really fun. We have six lessons a day with two 
registrations in our tutor group, one break and one lunch break, four 
lessons in the morning and two lessons in the afternoon. Some of my 
favourite lessons are Art, English and Drama.  At break we have  
20 minutes to run around with friends or you can get toast and/or soup.  
At lunch there is a main meal, a vegetarian meal or you could have a jacket potato, pasta and you can have 
salad on the side.  After you have finished your lunch you could go outside, to the Library or after half past 
you can get seconds.

If you want to make friends you could go up to them and ask to hang out with them or you could sit with 
them at lunch. I met my friends in my tutor group and as the year went on I made friends with most people.
My top tips are don’t eat gum, remember to bring all of your equipment (pencil, ruler, rubber, pen etc) and 
finally to try and stay out of trouble so it would be best not to sit next to someone who will distract you.

By Nina

Making Friends

I know that this might not work for everybody but the way I made some of my friends is football. 

Football is a great way to make friends as you have to communicate because it is a team sport.  Also if 
football is something that you really enjoy then you can make friends with people who are similar to you 
and have the same interests.  Another way to make friends is by complimenting people; if someone has 
done something good tell them. I made one of my best ever friends from telling him how good he is at 
football, now we are friends.  Another way is simply talk to people. Start a conversation and you could end 
up having a friend in the first couple of minutes of School.

By Luca



Extra Suppor
t

One of the best parts about being a student at Ixworth is that every 
person knows everyone else, so it is a real community and a friendly 
environment. I wasn’t entirely happy at the start of the year but I told 
the adults and they helped me feel happier at the School and find a good 
friendship group. If you find it hard at the start of the year there will 
be other people going through the same as you, so there will always be 
people to talk with and I guarantee that you will find nice friends.
If you ever need to talk to people you have Miss Campbell, 
Mrs Ward-Ashton and Mr Cooper along with any other members of staff.

By Flo

At Ixworth there are many people who can help you or give you 
support. There are special rooms where you can talk to people like,  
Miss Ward-Ashton, Mr Cooper and Miss Campbell. Part of this year was 
quite hard but people like Miss Ward-Ashton helped me through it.  At 
break and lunch time there are many places you can go. Some of these 
are, the library, cafeteria and the quiet room (Miss Bell’s room). We have 
20 minutes for break and there is toast, fruit and soup available. Also at 
lunch we have one hour to spend either inside or out. There are many 
different food choices for vegetarians and meat eaters.

By Fleur

The most unnerving thing about coming to a new School is the thought 
of getting lost but I can assure you after a day or two you’ll know where 
everything is. If not ask one of the students nearby, they will point you in 
the right direction. Don’t be afraid of asking, they are all friendly caring 
people who have been in the same situation.

When you’re new, none of the teachers will tell you off for being late if 
you’ve got lost. They are all sympathetic and understand what you are 
going through.

From my personal experience, high school is no different from 
primary apart from the fact it’s slightly bigger and you have many more 
opportunities. It’s a big step forwards, but it’s manageable, everyone 
here will be supportive of you and if you have any concerns, tell a member of staff, they will help you out.

By Issac



Enrichment
In Enrichment this year I have done football, rugby, history and public 
services. We do lots of other things and it changes each year. There are four 
houses Forbes, Conway, Mallory and Tyndall. Every term the Enrichment 
changes or swaps over e.g. Tyndall does public services and art, Mallory does 
cooking and chess. The next term Tyndall will do cooking and chess Mallory 
will do public services and art, some with the other two houses, Forbes 
and Conway. 

Enrichment is Years 7 and 8 together and it stays like that for the whole year.

By Lacey

You don’t need to worry about getting lost because everyone is friendly and if you 
ask they will show you the way to your lesson.  Also if you are lost you just follow 
someone you know.  That brings me on to the next subject, making friends. It is easy 
to make friends because everyone is nice, you just need to build up the confidence to 
go and ask. There are no bullies and even if someone is not nice you go and tell the 
teacher. My top tips for Ixworth are don’t be unkind and don’t annoy teachers (think 
before you speak) and ALWAYS DO YOUR BEST !!!!!!

Enrichment is when you do something fun or something that’s not lessons. Summer Enrichment is super 
because you get to go to Disneyland Paris, or Italy, all of the fun places. The lessons are really fun because 
the teachers make them all fun and to us you can tell the teachers are amazing.

By Theo 

The best part of being a student at Ixworth is being able to know all of the students 
and teachers. Making friends sometimes isn’t easy but there are many ways to make 
them. For example; if you play football you can start communicating with each other 
and eventually become friends. You can also just go up to people and chat and then 
they will become friends with you. The uniform here is great and is very comfortable 
and smart at the same time. The PE kit is also really comfortable and looks really 
nice. The School uniform is a blazer, tie, shirt and depending on what you like there 
is a skirt or trousers, there is also a jumper if you want it. Enrichment is where 

you go in different groups and do different lessons instead of ordinary lessons. You do Enrichment every 
Wednesday on periods 5 and 6. Summer Enrichment is where you get to choose which subject you want 
to do and it is for a whole week and it’s also non-school uniform in Summer Enrichment. So if you do, for 
example Art you get to do just Art for a week or if you do PE you do Sport for a week. There is also some 
trips to other countries, for example this year we had a choice of going to Italy and Disneyland Paris but 
only a few get picked.

By Angel



PE lessons are the best as they have the best teachers and you 
get to play rounders. I love PE lessons and you are not forced to 
do anything. A nice tip for PE is to not get upset because after 
you have done it you would be proud and may want to do it 
again. If you are a girl you will have Mrs Cahillane (she is kind). 
If you are a boy you will have Mr Spurrier or Mr Mannington. 

PE may not be your favourite but if you just do it you will 
enjoy it. The uniform is also really comfy. It is good to try 
everything because after you have done it you might feel proud and want to 
do it again.

By Ella

PE

Welcome to Ixworth. My favourite thing about the School is Drama, this is because it gives me a sense 
of authority and responsibility. I never knew I would be doing this in Year 6 so it has been a wonderful 
experience. 

By Reed 

Drama

Good luck from all of us!


